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GPS real-time kinematic (RTK) positioning was created in the early to mid-90s. Since then 

this technology has found its way into a variety of different application areas and markets like 

Survey, Machine Control, and Precision Farming. Nowadays RTK systems provide cm-

accurate positioning in typically a couple of seconds and RTK technology is well accepted in 

the market. Trends in the GNSS Precision Positioning Technology are driven by the advent of 

new satellite signals and satellite systems, by the ability to use modern communication tech-

nology for providing correction services, and by new concepts for positioning with GNSS sig-

nals.  

 

One of the main limitations of RTK positioning is the need of having nearby infrastructure. 

This infrastructure might include a single base station and radio link, or more complex con-

figurations comprising several reference stations and support for internet connection for net-

work RTK systems. In either case the distance between reference stations and the position-

ing receiver are typically below 100 km. 

  

During the last decade several organizations have advocated a new alternative to reference 

station-based RTK, the Precise Point Positioning (PPP) technique. In this technique the 

GNSS positioning is performed using precise satellite orbit and clock information, rather than 

corrections from one or more reference stations. The published PPP solutions typically pro-

vide position accuracies of better than 10 cm in horizontal. The major drawback of such 

technique is the time required for achieving kinematic position accuracies of 10 cm or better, 

what usually takes several tens of minutes, sometimes even a couple of hours. The extended 

initialization time and the achievable accuracy are limiting factors in considering PPP as a 

solution for an operational system that relies on productivity and availability.  

 

The presentation is focused on new technology and its implementation towards the GNSS 

positioning system Trimble CenterPointRTx, which brings together the advantages of posi-

tioning techniques that do not require local reference stations and RTK positioning. This 

means coupling the high productivity and accuracy of reference station-based RTK systems, 

with the extended coverage area availability of solutions based on global satellite corrections. 

Besides the introduction of the CenterPointRTxtechnology details on system performance are 

revealed especially with respect to accuracy and convergence times. 


